MAJORS AND CONCENTRATIONS

Listed below are the majors and, where applicable, concentrations offered by the undergraduate full-time day colleges at Northeastern University. In some cases, the academic area under which the major is listed in this catalog is indicated parenthetically.

College of Arts and Sciences

African-American Studies
American Sign Language
Anthropology, Cultural (listed under Sociology and Anthropology)
Applied Physics (listed under Physics)
Architecture
Art (listed under Art + Design)
Art, Studio (listed under Art + Design)
Art, Digital (listed under Art + Design)
Behavioral Neuroscience
Biochemistry
Biology
  Concentration in Marine Biology
Biomedical Physics (listed under Physics)
Chemistry
Communication Studies
  Concentration in Media Studies
  Concentration in Organizational Communication
  Concentration in Public Advocacy and Rhetoric
Cultural Anthropology (listed under Sociology and Anthropology)
Digital Art (listed under Art + Design)
Economics
English
Environmental Science (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Studies (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Graphic Design (listed under Art + Design)
History
  Concentration in Public History
Human Services
International Affairs
Journalism
Languages, Spanish (listed under Languages, Literatures, and Cultures)
Linguistics
Mathematics
Music
  Concentration in Music History and Analysis
  Concentration in Music Industry
  Concentration in Music Technology
Philosophy (listed under Philosophy and Religion)
Concentration in Law and Ethics
  Concentration in Religious Studies

Physics
Physics, Applied (listed under Physics)
Physics, Biomedical (listed under Physics)
Political Science
  Concentration in International and Comparative Politics
  Concentration in Law and Legal Issues
  Concentration in Public Policy and Administration
Psychology
Sociology (listed under Sociology and Anthropology)
Spanish (listed under Languages, Literatures, and Cultures)
Studio Art (listed under Art + Design)
Theatre
  Concentration in Performance
  Concentration in Production

DUAL MAJORS

American Sign Language and Human Services (listed under American Sign Language)
American Sign Language and Psychology (listed under American Sign Language)
American Sign Language and Theatre (listed under American Sign Language)
Biology and Environmental Geology (listed under Biology)
Biology and Geology (listed under Biology)
Cinema Studies and Communication Studies (listed under Cinema Studies)
Cinema Studies and English (listed under Cinema Studies)
Cinema Studies and Journalism (listed under Cinema Studies)
Cinema Studies and Languages, Literatures, and Cultures (listed under Cinema Studies)
Cinema Studies and Philosophy (listed under Cinema Studies)
Cinema Studies and Theatre (listed under Cinema Studies)
Computer Science and Biology (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Cognitive Psychology (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Digital Art (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Mathematics (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Multimedia Studies (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Physics (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Music with Concentration in Music Technology (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Environmental Geology and Chemistry (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Geology and Environmental Studies (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Geology and Mathematics (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Geology and Physics (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Studies and History (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Studies and International Affairs (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Studies and Philosophy (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Environmental Studies and Political Science (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Geology and Chemistry (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Geology and Mathematics (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Geology and Physics (listed under Earth and Environmental Sciences)
Human Services and Criminal Justice (listed under Human Services)
Human Services and International Affairs (listed under Human Services)
Information Science and Cognitive Psychology (listed under Computer and Information Science)
International Affairs and Anthropology (listed under International Affairs)
International Affairs and Economics (listed under International Affairs)
Jewish Studies and Religion (listed under Philosophy and Religion)
Languages, Literatures, and Cultures and International Affairs (listed under Languages, Literatures, and Cultures)
Linguistics and English (listed under Linguistics)
Linguistics and Psychology (listed under Linguistics)
Mathematics and Physics (listed under Mathematics)
Multimedia Studies and Digital Art (listed under Multimedia Studies)
Multimedia Studies and Graphic Design (listed under Multimedia Studies)
Multimedia Studies and Music with Concentration in Music Technology (listed under Multimedia Studies)
Physics and Philosophy (listed under Physics)
Political Science and Economics (listed under Political Science)
Political Science and International Affairs (listed under Political Science)
Psychology and Education (listed under Psychology)

Bouvé College of Health Sciences
Athletic Training
Health Science
Nursing
Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology

College of Business Administration
CONCENTRATIONS
Accounting
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Finance
Human Resources Management
International Business (BSIB only)
Management
Management Information Systems
Marketing
Supply Chain Management

DUAL MAJORS
Computer Science and Business Administration (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Information Science and Business Administration (listed under Computer and Information Science)

College of Computer and Information Science
Computer Science
Information Science

DUAL MAJORS
Computer Science and Biology (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Business Administration (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Cognitive Psychology (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Digital Art (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Information Science (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Mathematics (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Multimedia Studies (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Music with Concentration in Music Technology (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Computer Science and Physics (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Information Science and Business Administration (listed under Computer and Information Science)
Information Science and Cognitive Psychology (listed under Computer and Information Science)

**College of Criminal Justice**
Criminal Justice

**DUAL MAJOR**
Human Services and Criminal Justice (listed under Human Services)

**College of Engineering**
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering (listed under Civil and Environmental Engineering)
Computer Engineering (listed under Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Electrical Engineering (listed under Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Electrical/Computer Engineering (listed under Electrical and Computer Engineering)
Industrial Engineering (listed under Mechanical and Industrial Engineering)
Mechanical Engineering (listed under Mechanical and Industrial Engineering)

**DUAL MAJOR**
Electrical Engineering and Physics (listed under Electrical and Computer Engineering)